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opposition leaders allege it is a drill to justify a show of force. The military’s statement did not specifically mention weekend protests called by the opposition in Caracas and elsewhere. In the early morning hours of Tuesday, at least one car was set alight and a restaurant and bank that backed the opposition was attacked in
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gotten it years ago. I gave the award to someone else and got so riled up I threw it out the window into traffic,” Dawn Chaconas, the then city manager of Wildomar, which is about 20 miles east of L.A. She ran her hand across the glass like it was a towel. Wildomar was a small, but well-respected city in the center of the state. It had won awards for its efficient law enforcement. It had a highly regarded library, a thriving swimming pool and a top public school. It had
hundreds of acres of parkland for residents to play in and even a small golf course. The city had won a lot of victories. But when confronted with the realities of truly city management, the city of Wildomar found itself in a genuine quandary. How much would growth really mean to its residents? Would a more modest, efficient city be more desirable than a prosperous, popular one? Wildomar hit upon a daring strategy to decide. Instead of growing, it would abandon
growth. The city would call it quits and turn its attention to preserving its small, but sustainable, municipal government. It’s not something the city could see happening any time soon. Like many smaller cities, Wildomar’s population grew wildly in the mid-20th century. But in recent years, its government has frozen in place. I worked for a regional transit agency in the area for a few years, and it struck me on multiple occasions that Wildomar was a prime example of why
we thought municipalities need to modernize their public transportation systems. When I was growing up in the 1970s and 1980s, 1cb139a0ed
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